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1 Introduction

In a paper on modeling environments Geoffrion [1989] states that 'modeling environments have
the potential to greatly increase the productivity of model-based work through better tools,
to improve the quality of model-based work through better support for good modeling style
and work practices, and to improve the frequency of use of MSjOR by bringing about a more
comfortable working relationship between MSjOR professionals and their constituencies.'
Geoffrion argues that 'facilities for good management of key resources, namely data, models,
solvers, and knowledge derived from these' is one of the desired characteristics of a modeling
environment and that 'software integration' is one of the major challenges for the future.

The three major components of a modeling environment are a data base, see Welch [1987]
for a discussion on the data management needs for mathematical programming applications,
a modeling language, see Tomlin and Welch [1993] for a historic review of the developments
in the area of matrix generators and modeling languages, and solvers. Over the years most
research has been devoted to solvers, with a growing interest in modeling languages. The
data base component, although maybe the most important from a practical point of view, has
received the least attention from the mathematical programming community. Furthermore,
since each of these fields is very specialized, components are often built by different groups.
This makes software integration a huge challenge indeed.

An important step towards software integration is the definition of standard interfaces
between the components. One such interface exists: the MPS format. An MPS input file
describes an instance of a mathematical programming model, an MPS output file describes a
solution to an instance of a mathematical programming model, and an MPS advanced basis
file describes an advanced starting point, associated with the instance described in the MPS
input file, for the solution process. In fact, the only virtue of the MPS format is that it is a
standard; all commercially available solvers support at least the MPS input file. However, it
has many shortcomings as an interface: it is very inefficient, both in terms of time arid space,
and it is inflexible with respect to data manipulation.

Developing a large-scale linear programming model is an iterative process, because few
modeling professionals ever get a model right the first time. Moreover, tuning a solver for a
class of instances of a large-scale linear programming model is an iterative process as well,
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because there is a variety of methods available, such as the simplex method, the affine scaling
interior point method, the primal dual interior point method, and the primal dual predictor
corrector interior point method, each with numerous parameters, and it is unclear at the start
which of these methods will perform best on a specific class of instances.

Envision a sophisticated environment for the development and solution of large-scale lin
ear programming models. Such an environment may consist of a modeling language, such
as GAMS [Brooke, Kendrick and Meeraus 1988], AMPL [Fourer, Gay and Kernighan 1990],
or MODLER [Greenberg 1990a], one or more solvers, such as CPLEX [CPLEX 1990], OBI
[Lustig, Marsten, and Shanno 1989, 1990], or OSL [IBM 1991], an interactive system to pro
vide computer assisted analysis of model instances and their solution, such as ANALYZE
[Greenberg 1990b], and a tool to generate random variations around a base model for statis
tical experimentation, such as RANDMOD [Greenberg 1990c].

In such an environment there is a lot of communication between the various components.
MPS files are not very well suited to provide such a means of communication. They are
inflexible and inefficient. The overhead of writing and reading a complete MPS file, even if
a previously generated and solved instance is only slightly modified, is enormous. What is
needed is a more flexible and efficient data interchange tool.

Another disadvantage of the MPS format is that it was designed for the description of
instances of linear programming models only. Extensions have been in use for mixed integer
programming models, but a more sophisticated data interchange tool should also support
other type of models, such as quadratic programming, nonlinear programming, and multi
objective linear programming models. In addition to that, a sophisticated data interchange
tool may even provide capabilities for the specification of structural information such as block
structure in multi-period or multi-commodity flow models.

Most of the above observations and remarks are not new, but have been made before.
Unfortunately, the MPS format is still the only available standard. In view of the growing
importance of modeling environments and the associated challenge of software integration,
the time seems right to attempt to design a viable alternative to the MPS format. This note
presents some ideas on such an alternative and is intended to start a discussion among those
interested in the subject.

2 Mathematical Program Data Interchange Tool (MP-DIT)

We propose, as a starting point for further discussion, an easily extendable and modifiable
data interchange tool based on the class concept of C++ [Stroustrup 1986]. A class is a new
data type, i.e., a concrete representation of a concept, such as an instance of a mathematical
program. The fundamental idea in defining a new data type is to separate the details of
implementation from the properties essential for the correct use of it. With a class, access to
objects of a class can be restricted to a set of member functions declared as part of the class.
One of the benefits is that a potential user of the data type need only examine the definition
of the member functions to learn to use it.

We propose to define a data type that stores and manipulates instances of mathematical
programs, a data type that stores and manipulates solutions to instances of mathematical
programs, and possibly a data type that stores and manipulates additional information. The
basic member functions that should be provided for each of these data types are put. get.
read, and write. The put provides an object of the class with data, get obtains data from
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an object of the class, read gets data from a file for an object of the class, and write puts
data in a file from an object of the class. The put and get functions are meant for on-line use
of an object of the class and read and write for the off-line use of an object of the class. An
obvious implementation of the read and write functions would be to read and write MPS
files so that compatibility with the existing standard is maintained.

Another advantageous feature of C++ is the idea of function overloading. Different func
tions typically have different names, but for functions performing similar tasks on different
types of objects it is sometimes better to let these functions have the same name. In C++
it is possible to declare a function to be overloaded, i.e., it is possible to inform the com
piler that the multiple use of a function name is intentional. Using this feature it would be
easy to extend the class with functions tailored to specific applications. A developer of a
modeling language and data base manager may provide a specialized put function that uses
implementation details of the modeling system.

To provide the necessary flexibility with respect to data manipulation, the class should
provide various ways to access the instance data, such as row-wise access, column-wise access,
and triplet-wise access.

To provide the necessary efficiency when used in an interactive environment the class
should provide various ways to store the instance data, such as storage in memory or storage
on file.

The envisioned data interchange tool can be implemented as a library of classes to be
used by preprocessors, problem generators, solvers and report generators in order to provide
efficient access to different sets of data processed by these modules. When used for the
interchange of data between a problem generator and a solver, it should be able to handle
the minimal set of data that defines an instance of a mathematical program as well as other
information needed by a solver, such as different limits, options, and tolerances. When used
for the interchange of data between a solver and a report generator, it should provide easy
and flexible handling of a solution.

Any distribution of MP-DIT, preferably as source code, should have a basic, but fully
operational, version of all functions. Each application can then replace one or more of them
with tailored versions.

3 Outline of MP-DIT classes

Below we outline the basic MP-DIT classes. We do not present specific implementation
details, because at this point we are mainly interested in the functionality of the tool. This
section is intended to give an idea of what we have in mind; the actual implementation will
depend on assumptions still open for discussion. For presentational convenience, we have
restricted ourselves to data interchange for linear programs.

We like to emphasize again that the idea is to build an efficient, easy-to-use, and easy-to
extend interface tool for modeling environments.

MP-DIT can be enhanced and extended in several ways. Different data structures can
be implemented for internal storage. The set of overloaded functions can be extended. New
classes can be defined, for instance to support data interchange between a modeling language
and report generator.

There are several issues that, for the sake of brevity, are not dealt with in the following
outline, but should be considered in real implementations in order to allow the use of the MP-
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DIT classes with different applications and in different programming environments. Three of
them are mentioned below. First, the use of typedef types of variables to deal with different
compiler and hardware characteristics; for instance to be able to handle large problems in
(MS-DOS) environments where (for many compilers) the int type has a size of two bytes.
Second, the use of replaceable functions for memory management; in simple implementations
only the operators new and delete will be used. Third, the use of replaceable functions for
messages generated by MP-DITj in simple implementations message functions will write to
stdout.

On a different level, there are issues related to the control structure of the environment
in which MP-DIT is used, i.e., the mechanisms by which the flow of execution of the various
components can be specified. In a sophisticated modeling environment, for instance, there
have to be mechanisms to notify both MP-DIT and the solvers (maybe via MP-DIT) that
several slightly modified instances have to be solved consecutively for data modified upon
analysis of obtained solutions. In such a situation, the information pertaining to the active
instance should be kept for later use, even when a specific action is completed.

II
II Constant definitions
II

#define VERSION "0.00" 1* MP-DIT version *1

#define DATELENGTH 26 1* length of aSC11 formatted date *1
#define NAMELENGTH 8 1* length of column and row names *1
#define PROBLEMLENGTH 20 1* length of problem name *1

#define INF (1. e+31) 1* infinity *1
#define EPS (1.e-6) 1* epsilon *1
#define MAXITER 1000000 1* maximum number of iterations *1
#define MAXTIME 3600 1* maximum number of cpu seconds *1

II
II Macro's
II

#define IERR \
faterr("Internal error in \"%s\" at line %d". __ FILE__ • __LINE__ )

II
II Enumeration types
II

enum TYPE
enum ACCESS
enum STORAGE
enum STATUS

{MINIMIZATION. MAXIMIZATION};
{BYCOLS. BYROWS. BYTRIPLETS};
{MEMORY. DISK};
{SOLVED. UNSOLVED};
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II
II Structures related to instances of linear programs
II

typedef struct {
char name[PROBLEMLENGTH+l];
int n;
int m;
long nz;
TYPE type;
ACCESS access;
STORAGE storage;
STATUS statusj

} IHEADERj

1* problem name *1
1* number of columns *1
1* number of rows *1
1* number of nonzeros *1
1* minimization or maximization *1
1* access type *1
1* storage type *1
1* status of instance *1

typedef struct {

double *objj 1* cost row *1
double *lbrj 1* row lower bounds *1
double *ubr; 1* row upper bounds *1
char *sensej 1* row senses *1
char **rname; 1* row names *1
double *lbcj 1* column lower bounds *1
double *ubcj 1* column upper bounds *1
char **cname; 1* column names *1
int *c; 1**1
int *rj 1* Storage of coefficient matrix *1
double *v; 1**1

} IDATA;

typedef struct {
II
II Different data structure for the storage of the matrix, i.e.,
II maybe using super sparsity structures
II

} IDATA2;

typedef struct {
double Ibr;
double ubr;
char sense;
char *rnamej
int nZj
int *Cj
double *Vj

} IROW;

typedef struct {

1* lower bound *1
1* upper bound *1
1* sense *1
1* name *1
1* number of nonzero coefficients *1
1* column indices of nonzero coefficients *1
1* values of nonzero coefficients *1
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double obj; 1* objective coefficient *1
double lbr; 1* lower bound *1
double ubr; 1* upper bound *1
char *cname; 1* name *1
int nz; 1* number of nonzero coefficients *1
int *r; 1* row indices of nonzero coefficients *1
double *v; 1* values of nonzero coefficients *1

} IeOL;

rows *1
rows *1
columns *1
columns *1

1* short prec1s10n *1
1* integer precision *1
1* long precision *1
1* double precision *1
1* maximum number of iterations *1
1* maximum execution time *1
1* zero tolerance *1
1* feasibility tolerance *1
1* scaling coefficients *1
1* default lower bound for
1* default upper bound for
1* default lower bound for
1* default upper bound for

typedef struct {
short sprec;
short iprec;
short lprec;
short dprec;
long iter;
long time;
double zero;
double feas;
double *scaling;
double deflbr;
double defubr;
double deflbc;
double defubc;
II
II This list may be extended by other commonly used parameters and
II tolerances
II

} INFO;

II
II Structures related to solutions to instances of linear programs
II

typedef struct {
char name[PROBLEMLENGTH+l];
int n;
int m;
long nz;
TYPE type;
STORAGE storage;
STATUS status;

} SHEADER;

1* problem name *1
1* number of columns *1
1* number of rows *1
1* number of nonzeros *1
1* minimization or maximization *1
1* storage type *1
1* status of instance *1

typedef struct {
double zIp;
double *xlp;
double *rc;

1* solution value *1
1* solution vector *1
1* reduced cost vector *1
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double *pi;
double *slack;
int *rstat;
int *cstat;

} SDATA;

II
II Classes
II

1* dual vector *1
1* slack vector *1
1* row status vector *1
1* column status vector *1

1* put a single row *1
1* put a single column *1

1* get a single row *1
1* get a single column *1

1* read an instance in MPS-format *1
1* write an instance in MPS format *1

1* MP-DIT version *1
1* date *1
1* disk storage *1
1* solution header *1
1* solution data *1

class instance {
char *version; 1* MP-DIT version *1
char *date; 1* date *1
FILE *fp_instance; 1* disk storage *1
IHEADER iheader; 1* instance header *1
IDATA idata; 1* instance data *1
INFO info; 1* instance info *1

public:
instance (char *fname, STORAGE storage =DISK, ACCESS atype =BYCOLS);
- instance 0;
put (IHEADER *iheader);
put (IDATA *idata);
put (INFO *info);
put (int ix, IROW *row);
put (int ix, ICOL *col);
get (IHEADER *iheader);
get (IDATA *idata);
get (int ix, IROW *row);
get (int ix, ICOL *col);
get (INFO *info);
read (char *fname);
write (char *fname);

};

class solution {
char *version;
char *date;
FILE *fp_solution;
SHEADER sheader;
SDATA sdata;

public:
solution (char *fname, STORAGE storage =DISK);
-solution 0;
put (SHEADER *sheader);
put (SDATA *sdata);
get (SHEADER *sheader);
get (SDATA *sdata);
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read (char *fname);
write (char *fname);

}

4 Conclusion

1* read a solution in MPS-format *1
1* write a solution in MPS-format *1

In this note, we have presented some ideas on a data interchange tool for mathematical
programming that can be used in sophisticated modeling environments to link data bases,
modeling languages, report generators, and solvers.

We hope this note will serve as a basis for further discussion among those interested in the
subject. In order to facilitate such a discussion the Methodology of Decision Analysis Project
at IIASA is tentatively planning to organize a small workshop on data interchange tools
for mathematical programming in the summer of 1993. We would like to invite researchers
and software developers, interested in either developing such tools or in using them as an
interface for their software. Obviously, the workshop will be organized only if a sufficient
number of people are interested. The workshop should provide a useful forum for discussions
and experiments that can result in improving the suggested MP-DIT specification and its
implementations. For more information and other comments or suggestions please contact
one of the authors.
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